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Introducing UltraTec™
featuring our new Cam & 1/2
Performance System**
.

UltraTec
Axle to axle: 37 1⁄2”
Brace height: 7 3⁄8”
I.B.O Speed: 308 fps†

Sims® Limb Savers

New Sealed
Ball Bearings
Top & Bottom

Tighter tolerance, less
friction, more consistent
in varying conditions
and never needs
lubricating

TEC Riser Design

No Timing: Both cams work together rather than

independently so they are always in time
Cam Symmetry: The top and bottom cam

are symmetrical providing for level nock travel and perfect
bow symmetry

Extremely strong yet
lightweight. Eliminates
noise, reduces shock and
provides a more accurate
shooting platform

Hoyt’s Self-Aligning
Yoke System

Ensures continuous,
perfect cam alignment

Extreme Speeds: The new Cam & 1/2
Performance System is faster than any bow we’ve ever built in excess of 330 fps on particular models
Low Vibration: The Cam & 1/2 design reduces
vibration and is extremely smooth on the draw and the release

Some shooters love one cam.
Other shooters love two cams.

Looks like everyone

will love Cam & 1/2.
Cam Attributes

No Timing
Low Vibration
Speed
Solid Wall
Level Nock Travel
Cam Symmetry
Quiet
Low Maintenance
Forgiving

Two-Cam

•
••
••
•
•••
•••
•
•
••

New Thinner
Ergonomic Grip
Design

Ensures proper grip position
and minimizes torque

Single-Cam Cam & 1/2

•••
•••
••
•••
•
•
•••
••
•

•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••

New Pro Cable
Guard Glide

Reduces string wear
and friction

Stainless Steel
Stabilizer Bushing

3/4” Split Limb
Technology

“The consistency, forgiveness,
and tunability of Hoyt’s new
Cam & 1/2 is incredible.”
- Dave Cousins,
World Champion;
17 World Records

Most durable limb on
the market. 3/4” design
provides for the best
lateral and torsional
stability of any limb in
the industry

Dual Locking
Pocket System

Tightest tolerance pocket
in the industry

New Stealth
Draw Dampener

Provides for a whisper
quiet draw

www.hoytusa.com

**Patent pending. †I.B.O. speeds based on 70 lb. 30” draw.
For performance based on your setup, see your Hoyt dealer.
(Bow manufactured under one or more of the following
patent numbers: 5,682,871; 5,720,267; 4,957,094)
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Why We Don’t
For those of you who couldn’t figure out the cover, it’s an image of the recent
world championships poster projected on a brick wall. It was an exciting
world championships. Mary Zorn set a new world record for the single FITA
round. Clint Freeman and Dave Cousins had an exciting shoot-off for the
individual gold medal in the men’s compound division. New York put on a
spectacular event and, yet, you will not find an article on it in this issue. We
do not cover events, per se. There are a number of reasons. For one, in quick
succession this summer were—the world target championships, the NAA
Nationals, the NFAA nationals, the Pan American games, the Athens
Olympic test event, a number of major IBO shoots, and European and other
international events galore. Which of these should we cover? So, rather than
print page after page of scores, we leave that task to other magazines and a
forum that is designed for such postings—the internet. On the internet you
can get day-by-day accounts of these events from their sponsoring organizations within hours, not the weeks/months it takes us to get to you.
Our mission is to give the entire community of archers—young and old,
newbies and veterans, target archers and bowhunters, traditional and nontraditional, male and female—what they get very little of elsewhere, namely
articles on how to become a better archer. To do this we do not have a staff
of thousands . . . or hundreds . . . or even tens! We count on people like you
to contribute. If you have an idea for an article you would like to see in AFm,
call or, better, email us. If you have an
idea for an article you might want to
write—ditto. For many of our writers it
was the first time they have ever gotten
into print. And, we make it easy for
you. We will work with you on your
article until it is exactly the way you
and we want it. You will see your article
after we have edited it, with a chance to
make changes to correct errors made in
the editing process or to just change
your mind.
So, give us a call or email us with
your ideas. We’re counting on you.

Pre-Press and Printing by Signature
Press, Inc. of Amherst Junction, WI.
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Compound Tech 200

George Chapman

Why You Need
to Use a D Loop
Introduction
In my schools (the PSE Shooters’ School, Ed.)
there’s a demonstration I do that never fails to
convince archers who shoot a compound bow
with a release aid to use a D loop. I clip a nock
onto a bow string and have the archer draw the
bow with a release using a rope. You can see in
the photo (see Fig. 1(top)) that the nock is pointing downward at a rather steep angle. A nock on
the end of an arrow cannot do this. The arrow
puts downward pressure on the rest, but stays
horizontal. What happens is the string comes
half way out of the nock! Now you know why the
arrow comes off the string when you let down.
And, if the nock is a little loose, it can come off
the string at full draw which can result in a dry
fire.
This doesn’t happen
with a D loop, basically
because you are pulling
from below and above the
nock, keeping the string
going through the nock at
roughly a right angle to
the arrow and full engaged
with the nock. The rest of
the demonstration shows
the same nock as before
drawn by a D loop. The
nock stays horizontal (see
Fig. 1(bottom)).
Tying a D Loop
This isn’t rocket science
but I have a different way
to tie in a D loop that isn’t
so complicated to learn.
Step 1 I cut the loop
material (release rope) to

length and melt the ends first. Typical loops are
41⁄2 or 43⁄4 inches long. The ends are then melted
with a match or lighter to make little balls (see
Fig. 2).
Step 2 I make a loop behind the bowstring
and feed both ends through. Then I pull the one
closest to the nocking point up, feeding the other
one in as I pull. There’s the first knot (see Fig. 3).
Step 3 Then the long string is placed on the
other side of the bowstring , wrapped around the
string, up and around itself and then tucked in to
make the second loop (see Fig. 4).
Step 4 To set the loop, I insert the noses of
needle nosed pliers into the loop and pull open
the jaws—slowly, making sure the knots get
cinched up evenly and they don’t come loose (see
Fig. 5).
That’s it.

Figure 1

a r c h e r y
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Placing the D Loop
Some folks still use tied-on
nocking points (upper and
lower) and tie the loop
outside of those. Some
people use the D loop as
upper and lower nocking
points. Some use just an
upper nocking point with
the loop and some of the
FITA shooters are finding
success using just a bottom
nocking point with their
loops. It won’t hurt to try
these different configurations, but do realize that
many of these configurations change your anchor
point in that you may be
anchoring in the same

Figure 2
Figure 4

Figure 3
Figure 5

shooting before. D loops, if tied right, almost never fail,
but it is nice having an easy repair in mind should the
unusual happen.

place, but you are pulling from a different position
behind the arrow. If you lower the nock relative to your
anchor, you will get more cast. If you raise it, you will get
the opposite.

George Chapman is the master
coach who teaches the PSE Shooters
School. A champion archer himself,
he has been shooting, teaching, and
living archery for many years.
George lives with his wife, Patti, in
Arizona and can be reached at
coach@pse-archery.com.

Conclusion
It you shoot a compound bow with a release and you
aren’t using a D loop, you are missing a trick to make
your bow more forgiving. Making the loops as I recommend above means you can replace a loop in the field
and have it be exactly the same as the one you were
a r c h e r y
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Jason Butler

Make It Shoot!
Get Picky About Gear and Improve The Accuracy of The Bow You Already Shoot

Bowhunting

I

I think it is safe to say that bowhunters are gadgeteers by nature. We love to fiddle. It stands to
reason that just about everybody’s bow can be
brushed over with a fine-tooth comb and be
made to shoot, at minimum, a shade better.
Besides, is there any such thing as the “perfect”
bow? Maybe a few talented archers take their
gear to such extremes and achieve perfection
but, for the most part, bowhunters don’t have
the time or the know-how to do such a thing.
Here are five things to nitpick over that could
very well stand improvement in your current rig.
Peep Sights
It can be argued effectively that a peep sight is
every bit as important as the rear sight on a rifle.
The beauty of a peep sight is that is allows perfect eye/head alignment with the bowstring/sight pins as
you anchor. Most
bow-hunters
hunt
with a peep sight and
back flip over the
advantages that this
does offer in terms of
shooting
accuracy,
particularly
with
upward and downward shot angles.
Be sure to choose
a model that rotates
perfectly to your eye when you reach full draw.
There are many different makes and models out
there, but all boil down to about three different
styles. Tubing-style peeps run a single strand of
flexible rubber tubing from the cable to the bowa r c h e r y
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string, twisting the peep into perfect alignment.
Keep a watchful eye on the tubing itself and
replace it anytime it looks frayed or worn.
A target-style peep is popular on the indoor
circuit and 3-D range. A few bowhunters also
carry this style. It can be a pain to get to rotate
correctly at times as you draw your bow and
align the bowstring/shooting eye together, as the
strands rotate during the draw cycle, throwing it
all out of whack. Take time to fiddle with this
and perfect it. Mathews Archery has Zebra Twist
strings that eliminate this problem by twisting
two strands of strings counter to one another.
Other hunting peeps that sit inside several
strands of bowstring (birdcage) are also very
popular and come in varying sizes. With the
number of good peep sight choices there is no
reason to shoot a bow without one.
Nocking Points
Nocking points vary in style. Brass
clamp-on nocking points have been
around practically since the Titanic
sank. They served their purpose and
served it well, and still do to some
point today, but they are not nearly
as popular as they once were. The
ace of spades these days seems to be
the string loop. The flexible string
loop is advantageous to the release
aid archer in a handful of ways.
First and foremost you get no nock pinch
from a release aid attached beneath the arrow
nock either directly or non-directly. If you lock
your release’s jaws directly on the string, you
need to place an eliminator button, brass nock,

f o c u s

or dab of extra serving to eliminate the “pinch” between
a release aid and the upwards pressure it creates as you
draw your bow against the arrow nock. By clipping your
release aid directly behind the arrow onto a loop, the
arrow leaves the bow in a more stable condition.
Another plus from a D loop is that you don’t get any
serving wear-and-tear. This is a blessing in disguise for
release aid shooters tired of replacing worn center serving
from time to time. It is a heck of a lot easier to replace a
loop than a whole serving run. On one of my bows I’ve
had the same bowstring for 21⁄2 years and I’ve replaced the
string loop twice (once
every year), yet the
center serving looks as
good and tight as it
did the day I put it on.
More and more
archers are shooting a
string loop, instantly
enjoying the advantages that it offers in
terms of shooting ease
and improvement in
arrow flight and arrow groups. If you shoot with a release
aid I suggest that you give one a try if you haven’t already
and form an opinion for yourself. I’m convinced that you
won’t be disappointed in this simple, yet ingenious bowstring add-on.

fouled field shots afield. Arrows can only be as good as
you make them and by monitoring your selection religiously, you make your bow/arrow combination that
much sweeter.
Arrow Rests
Your arrow rest is an extremely important bow add-on.
Basically there are two types of arrow rests—shootaround and shoot-through. Both differ in design and
both are made with different goals in mind.
Finger shooters opt for the shoot-around type arrow
rests. This design cushions the arrow as it’s launched,
flexing from side-to-side as an arrow shot with fingers
always reacts upon release. Coupled with an arrow holding arm that folds out of the way, this design allows maximum vane/feather clearance and an accurate finger-shot
arrow.
Release aid shooters need a quality rest that acts
exactly the opposite from one for finger shooters. A bottom hugging rest is needed
to counteract the up-anddown flex of a release aid
shot arrow. Arrow rests in
general need to be rugged,
dependable, quiet, and
above all else, accurate. If
you are unsure of just what
to use, visit a local pro shop,
test several different models,
and make a decision from
there.

Arrows
If you ever hope to achieve anything besides fair accuracy you need to shoot straight arrows. This means checking an accurate arrow chart from a top-grade arrow manufacturer, then choosing a listed shaft for your draw
length/bow poundage/peak weight. Then buy a halfdozen to a dozen top quality shafts. Assemble the arrows
yourself or buy them already fletched and have a pro
shop cut and epoxy in
inserts. Then spin them over
precise arrow rollers, mixing
and matching point and
shaft combinations until
your arrows align and spin
freely like a toy top.
Don’t make it a habit to
select your arrows quickly
with little care and consideration. Settling for a secondrate handful of arrows will
be fraught with missed
bulls-eyes on the range and

Continued on the Next Page
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Continued from the Previous Page

Stabilizers
In my opinion, a good stabilizer is every bit as important
as tight strings are to a guitar player. A stabilizer has
many functions, but there are two distinct reasons that I
always shoot with one. Its added weight slightly below
the grip on the front side of the bow helps me hold rocksolid as I aim, and also decreases the amount of bowhand torque created during the shot sequence. Stabilizers
for bowhunters should be no longer than 10 to 12-inches in total length to minimize snags in brush and decrease
the “clumsiness” factor when toting it around.
Further, today’s selection of stabilizers is tremendous, and most are first-rate. I’ve tried shooting without
a stabilizer at times to cut down on bow weight for deep
woods bowhunts. Though I find that when I shoot without one my bow tends to swing sideways like a pendulum on a grandfather clock, even more so in a steady
crosswind. Subtract the weight that a good stabilizer provides and my accuracy goes clear down the toilet, significantly more with broadheads.

when it comes to equipment selection. Rely only on wellmade and useful accessories that make your bow shoot
better!

N

Never overlook and take for granted any piece of equipment that is attached to your bow. Prosecuting attorneys
are quick to point out that the devil lies in the details.
Same thing goes for archery. Be peculiarly particular

Jason Butler is a freelance outdoor writer and
photographer who lives in Richmond, VA. As
much as Jason likes writing about the outdoors,
he’d rather be there.
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NEW A/C NAVIGATOR
NEW A/C NAVIGATOR ™
Small-diameter, super high-end aluminum/carbon target arrow made
with traditional parallel construction. High-strength carbon fiber
over a precision-drawn aluminum core tube, and Authentic Easton
RIGHT
components make Navigator anPRICED
outstanding
performer
for outdoor target and FITA-style shooting.
Available in eight sizes: 1000, 880, 810, 710, 610, 540, 480, 430.

PRICED RIGHT
NEW A/C NAVIGATOR

EASTON NEW
TRUSPECS
A/C NAVIGATOR ™
NEW A/C NAVIGATOR

EASTON TRUSPECS
PRICED RIGHT
NEW A/C NAVIGATOR ™

Consistent straightness, extreme durability and pinpoint
accuracy—priced right for every competitive archer. Built on the
principal that money should never keep you from becoming
PRICEDtheRIGHT
bestPRICED
at what you
love.
RIGHT

EASTON
PRICED
RIGHTTRUSPECS
EASTON TRUSPECS
EASTON TRUSPECS
EASTON TRUSPECS
Easton TruSpecs—guaranteed consistency in Straightness, Weight
and Spine. You know your next arrow will fly like the last.
STRAIGHTNESS

WEIGHT

SPINE

± .002” (.004” T.I.R.).
Easton straightness
measurements are far
more stringent than the
industry standard—
making Easton arrows
the straightest in
the industry.

± 1.0 grains in a dozen.
Easton adheres to strict
weight tolerances in
every arrow we
manufacture for
consistent arrow
performance.

Arrows produced with
Easton’s advanced
technology and
manufacturing
processes deliver
uniform spine between
all arrow shafts of the
same size, and 360°
around each shaft.

See A/C Navigator
shaft and component
specifications online at
www.eastonarchery.com
or visit your local
archery dealer.

Gonçalo Leal de Faria

Recurve Tech 300

Making a Grip
for the Hoyt Radian
The Hoyt Radian is considered by many to be one
of the best risers ever made. It also has one of the
worst grips to customise, as the riser itself is part of
the grip. I like to shoot a very low grip and usually
when I got close to a satisfactory grip shape, wooden grips always had a way of cracking at the
thinnest part. I tried using no grip at all, but it was
not comfortable and the angle of the riser did not fit
me. I thought of adding putty directly to the riser
until I got to a satisfactory shape, but did not like
the idea.
I needed an easy way to build test grips for the
Radian that would survive more than a few hundreds of arrows and still be thinned or shaped at
will without cracking. The method I came up with
is outlined in this article.

P

Please note—as can be seen in the photos, I modified my Radian to fit my requirements in the
grip area. I am sure Hoyt will not
approve of these modifications and I am
not suggesting and do not recommend
that anyone do likewise.
Although this project is not difficult,
and only the most basic tools are needed,
I suggest that anyone not familiar with
the use of hand tools learn and practice before
tackling the real job. Needless to say, you will
have to be quite careful if you do not wish to end
up with an awfully scratched riser!
I will describe the steps for a right-handed
archer; just reverse where needed if you are lefthanded. The basic materials needed are—
• A piece of heavy paper or light card, 8 cm
square.
• A similarly sized piece of aluminium sheet, 11.5 mm thick. Usually, it is not easy to pura r c h e r y
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chase such a small quantity. I just went to a
small workshop specializing in aluminium
work, asked if they would sell me a small piece,
and they promptly gave me a piece from their
scrap pile good enough for about 10 grips.
• Some kind of epoxy putty, preferably a twopart fast-curing type which can be mixed by
rolling in the hand. This can easily be found at
most DIY shops or car-body repair stores.

N

Now to the real work! On the aluminium square,
draw two symmetrical, centred parallel lines
spaced 17mm apart. These will mark the bending
lines of the grip base.
Draw a line at right angles to these, 12 mm
from one of the edges of the square. Cut out the
smaller rectangle outlined by this line and the
two parallel lines. The cuts along the parallel lines
should go a couple millimetres farther than the
12 mm mark to
Photo 1 make later bending
easier (see Photo 1).
Using the aluminium piece as a
template, draw and
cut a similar piece
on the card. Bend the card following the parallel
lines and place it over the grip area of the riser,
using a piece of adhesive tape to keep it in place.
Draw the outline of the grip on the card
using the shape of the riser as a guide. You may
use a fingernail, a blunt point, or a ball point pen
to mark the outline on the upper side, where
there is a recess on the riser to accommodate the
upper curve of the grip. In case you want to be
sure of ending with a symmetrical shape for the
grip base, draw just one of the sides and copy this

f o c u s

Photo 2
pattern to the other side after
removing the card from the grip.
There is no need to mark the holes
for the grip screws at this stage (see
Photo 2)
Remove the card from the
riser and cut the outline according
to the line you drew. Then use the
card as a pattern to transfer the
outline to the aluminium piece (see Photo 3). Pay attention to the location
of the two parallel lines. This ends the role of the card.

Continued on the Next Page
a r c h e r y
f o c u s
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Weight Tolerance: ± 1.0 grains. Straightness ± .004” (.008” T.I.R.)

EASTON TRUSPECS

W

With a fine-toothed metal saw, cut the aluminium sheet just slightly outside of the drawn line,
then roughly finish to shape with a flat finetoothed metal file. There is no need to work
very closely at this step, as you will probably
need to make some adjustments later on.
Deburr all edges (see Photo 4).
Photo 3
Carefully bend only one of the sides of the
aluminium plate along the corresponding bend-line. For a right-handed
archer I suggest this first bend be on the left
half of the grip, as the bend on the other side
will be somewhat less perfect. To ensure a
good bend and flat surfaces, the plate must be
gripped between two solid flat surfaces
(wooden blocks, aluminium-lined jaws of a
bench vise . . .) aligned with the marked line,
then bent by pressing against the whole free
Photo 4 surface with another wooden block. A bench
vise comes in handy at this stage (see Photo 5).
Using the riser as a guide you can now make any small corrections
needed on the shape of the left side-plate and file a small chamfer on the
upper in-side of the aluminium plate to
make it fit the corresponding chamfer on the
back surface of the riser.
When you feel happy with the fit, adjust
the piece on the riser and hold it in place
with a bit of adhesive tape (see Photo 6). The
screw-hole on the riser is used as a guide for
marking the centre of the hole on the left
side-plate. Use a pointed rod or punchpunch (maximum diameter about 3,75 Photo 5
mm), and give it a slight tap with a light hammer to make a dent on the
aluminium plate. Prop the riser on the opposite side with a piece of wood
so you do not risk damaging
or bending it (see Photos 7 & 8)
Again remove the aluminium piece from the riser
and drill the hole for the screw
(4.2 mm diameter). Although
utmost accuracy is not needed,
careful work now will prevent
the need for corrections with a
Photo 6

VECTOR ™
NEW from Easton, the
Vector—QUALITY lightweight
all-carbon target arrow.
Manufactured with Easton’s
unique “C2” Carbon
Composite technology, Vector
promises extraordinary performance for target and field
competitors. Vector is versatile, lightweight, stiff, durable
and consistently uniform.
Sizes: 1050, 920, 840, 770,
700, 640, 580, 530, 480.

See Vector shaft
and component
specifications online at
www.eastonarchery.com
or visit your local
archery dealer.

Continued from the Previous Page

needle file later on.
Re-assemble the aluminium
plate on the riser and hold it with
a grip screw. Using a wooden
block, press uniformly along the
bend line on the right side of the
plate and bend this over the side
of the riser. Use some pressure to
keep the bend straight and close to
the riser.
Remove the bent piece – we
will call it “base” from now on Photo 7
from the riser and file to a satisfactory fit. You will probably need to
slightly adjust the bend angle of the right side-plate, as it
will have opened slightly after bending on the riser. Then
reassemble the base on the riser and hold it in place with
adhesive tape. Do not use the grip screw now, as you will
need the screw hole free to insert the punch for marking
the centre for the hole on the right side-plate. Mark the
centre just as you did for the left side-plate, then again
remove the base from the riser and drill the remaining
hole.

Photo 8

it if you have no previous practice (see Photo 10)
The base is now finished and ready to be reassembled on the riser for the true work of building-up the
epoxy grip. Before assembling, degrease the surface with
acetone or some suitable solvent that does not leave a
residue, and be careful not to soil it when assembling.
Also, it is advisable to lightly dab the riser with furniture
wax at any places likely to get any putty on them. Be
careful not to contaminate the base or the putty with
wax. Wait for the wax to dry before starting work.
Mix a small amount of putty and apply it to the
base. Best place to start is on the back side of the grip,
then build up progressively on the
back and on the
sides until you are
reasonably close to
the grip angle and
shape you want (see
Photos 11 & 12)
Do not prepare
Photo 11
too much putty at a
time, especially if you are using a fast-curing type, as you
risk ending with a quantity of useless product. Follow the
product instructions for mixing and curing delays.
From this point on, it is just a matter of adding
putty, testing, filing or sand-papering to shape, adding a
little more putty, etc.

If you worked
carefully, the
grip
base
should now fit
the riser and
you should be
able to assemble
it with the
mounting
Photo 9
screws (see Photo
9). If it does not fit or if you don’t manage to assemble the
mounting screws, you must correct where needed with a finetoothed file (you may need to enlarge the holes if they are not
properly located). Keep in mind that, whatever the quality of the fit, the grip must be pressing against the riser
when in use to avoid deformation and inconsistencies in
shooting. After final fitting, deburr, finish and slightly
round all the edges with medium-fine sandpaper.
The surfaces where the putty will be applied must be
somewhat roughened so the putty adheres well. There is
no need for deep
scoring, roughing
with the help of
coarse sandpaper ,
the edge of a file or
any sharp implement should be
enough. I prefer
stippling, but do
Photo 10
not suggest you do

A

All fitting and testing should be done by actually drawing the bow for feel, so only when the epoxy is hard
enough not to be deformed out of shape. Just holding
the grip may give some indications but will never lead to
a correct grip shape. This is why a fast-curing epoxy is
advisable to shorten time between tests. Even when basic
grip principles are well understood, building and fitting
a satisfactory grip is pretty much a trial and error job,
where feel plays a
large part and
which requires a
lot of patience and
some careful work.
When you feel
the grip shape is
good, remove the
grip from the riser
Photo 12
and give it a light
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finishing touch with medium/fine-grade sandpaper. Be
careful not to remove too much material, as you may
change the fit of the grip to your hand. If you prefer a
polished grip surface just rub it by hand with a coarse
cloth.

Gonçalo Leal de Faria states,
“Age 57, married, 3 sons, live in
Lisbon, Portugal. Started in
archery only at 51. I am mostly
interested in recurve bows, and
read almost all I can lay my
hands on that relates to archery,
especially Olympic-style.
Wanting to keep archery as
a relaxing past-time and hobby, not one that is more worry, I take
as much pleasure in tinkering with my tackle as in actual shooting. I try to shoot at least once every week. Time to practice seems
to be in ever-short supply, as a consequence my scores suffer (FITA
scores hovering around the 1040-1050 mark) and although I got
some honorable places in national competitions my archery career
is altogether not very remarkable. I expect to improve with age!”

T

The epoxy grip you just made will be as temporary as
you will want it to be. If you are happy to have a working, no-frills grip, just use it as it is. If, on the other hand,
you may prefer to have a better looking grip, use the
shape you ended up with as a pattern for having a more
aesthetically pleasing one made of wood. In this case
keep the epoxy grip for a reference in case you want to
try modifications to your “definitive” grip or want to try
new grip shapes.
Have fun.

Rick McKinney’s Book

“The Simple Art of Winning“
Rick McKinney has won numerous competitions during his 30+
year career, including the ‘77, ‘83, and ‘85 World Championships.
He has put the essence of archery in this book with many photos
and illustrations. If you are frustrated, tired of chasing perfect
shooting form, or cannot break your old high score, you need to
read this book! US $24.95
The $24.95 fee includes postage within the United States. All international orders must
include an extra $5.00 shipping fee.

Archery Focus magazine
PMB 395, 664-A Freeman Lane, Grass Valley, CA 95949-9630, phone 800.671.1140 fax 530.477.8384
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Lanny Bassham
Developing Your Mental Game

How to Begin
What percentage of your shooting success is mental? I’ve
posed this question to countless champions in my career
as both an elite competitor and as a coach. Most say
that the mental game is 90% or higher. If you agree,
are you spending 90% of your time, money and effort
on your mental game? No? If not, what are you doing
and more importantly what should you be doing?

Mental Skills

D

Don’t feel too bad if you are neglecting your mental
game as you are in good company. Most shooters do
not have a defined mental system. They can tell you
how they draw the bow, how to set up their equipment, and why it is done
just this way. They have
their technique down and
might even go to a coach
occasionally for a tune up.
But, the mental game is
not something that we
have a good handle on and here is why. It is much
more difficult to set up your mind than to set up
your bow. One reason is that you can watch your
coach set up his bow and do it the same way, but
how do you determine what he is thinking? It is not
easy.

have it down when they do not. I thought I had
complete mental control prior to my mental meltdown at the Olympics in  that resulted in a
Silver instead of a Gold Medal. Also, I have yet to
find a psychologist who is a winning shooter or has
ever personally used the advice he offers to win.
Psychologists are educated in feelings and relationships, but you do not have to win at anything to get
a Ph.D. But, they are normally good at explaining
what they do know, which is valuable. Okay, so it
might not be easy to get answers about the mental
game, but I still feel that interviewing the best
experts that you can find
should be a vital part of
your strategy to gather
information. This is what I
did for several years, and I
used the information gathered as a basis for my
Mental Management System.
Next, I suggest that you do a review of the
books, magazine articles, and CD/Video recordings
that are recommended by people that you respect in
the sport. What are the winners reading, watching,
and listening to? If you go to the book store or
library you will find tons of books. I can tell you that
almost all of them have something of value to offer
you. But, why not narrow down the ones that people recommend and read those first. If you send me
an email (lanny@mentalmanagement.com) I will be
happy to send you a list of my favorites.
Another important step is to investigate the
opportunities to attend seminars where discussions
of the mental game are a part of the curriculum.
These courses are offered by professional trainers
and by your archery associations. If possible, I recommend that you personally talk to the people
making the presentations prior to signing up, to
make certain that the information is targeted toward

It is much more difficult
to set up your mind than
to set up your bow.

Have You Done Your Research?
So, how do you develop the mental game? First, do
your homework. You might want to learn the mental fundamentals the same way you learned the technical or physical ones. Find someone who is an
expert or in your opinion has this down and ask
them what they do. This could be a coach or elite
shooter, or perhaps a sport psychologist. I would
prepare you in advance that this is no easy task.
Many good shooters who appear to be mentally
tough are not capable or not willing to explain what
they are doing mentally. They can do it and might
not really know how or why. Also, some think they
a r c h e r y
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You can get away with a
negative attitude if you want
to just learn a sport. But, if
you wish to dominate the
sport you must abandon
your negative ways.
your skill level. Appropriate advice varies greatly based on
the participation level of the shooter.
Determine Your Participation Level
There appears to be a subtle but important division among
performers. I call it their Participation Level. There are three
levels or groups. The first group is training to learn the sport
or talent. The second group is training to compete. The
third group is training to win. Advice given to one group
might be inappropriate for another. For example, if you
asked me if taking food supplements was important I would
suggest no for group one, maybe for group two, and
absolutely for group three. Is having a backup gun/bow
essential? For group one, probably not. Perhaps for group
two and absolutely for group three. Everything gets more
important the higher the level of achievement.
It is much the same with the mental skills. You can get
away with a negative attitude if you want to just learn a
sport. But, if you wish to dominate the sport you must
abandon your negative ways and discipline yourself to certain principles. Here are some examples:
Positivity Principle Number One – What you think
about matters. Every time you picture or talk about missing
the ten-ring, your Self Image thinks you have just missed it
again and you have dramatically improved the chances of
missing it in the future. So, if you wish to dominate your
sport you cannot afford to think about your “non-tens.”
Positivity Principle Number Two – Your Self Image needs
positive nourishment. When you do something correctly,
like shooting a ten, give yourself some recognition. Reward
yourself. Say, “That’s like me!” Remember, staying positive
is only essential if you desire to win. If you can handle not
winning you can afford to stay negative. But, if you wish to
win, you must get positive and stay positive. It is a matter of
degree.
You should make certain that you filter the advice collected in your research based on your level of participation.
Again, this is not so easy and is another example of just how
important a professional coach can be in aiding you in these
types of instances.

Determine If You Are Willing to Go It Alone
Once you’ve determined your participation level, done your
research and evaluated your current program, you have at
least one more thing to do and you will be out of the starting gates and well on your way to designing an effective
mental program. Determine whether you will seek counsel
on mental issues or will go it alone. I offer three suggestions.
First, if you are going it alone make certain you do your
research well, as it is all you will have to guide you in your
decision making. Secondly, if you decide to seek help, find
someone that has either been where you want to go or has
trained someone that has made it. Everyone has an opinion
and most are untested under fire. Finally, if you are at participation level three, training to win, then I feel that you
have little choice but to hire the best help you can afford as
it may happen that your competition is doing just that.

Lanny Bassham is an Olympic
Coach and an Olympic Gold
Medalist. He is a member of the
Olympic Shooting Hall of Fame,
ranks third among all shooters in
total international medal count
for the USA and is one of the most
respected mental trainers in the
world. His book With Winning
in Mind and his Mental
Management® concepts are used
and endorsed by Olympian and
World Champion archers. You can reach him at ...
or at www.lannybassham.com.

Analyze Your Current Program
Begin by grabbing a pen and paper and honestly answering
some questions about your current mental system. You cannot effectively change a system if you do not know its current state. Here are some good questions to ask to get you
a r c h e r y
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Mental Management is a registered term, owned by Lanny Bassham. It is a violation of federal law to use the
term in any form without permission from the owner. All rights are reserved.

started:
• How do I train my mind now?
• What principles do I believe and follow about mental performance?
• Do I have a mental system, if so what is it?
• What do I think about before the first end of a competition to prepare my mind to shoot well?
• What do I think about while I am actually shooting?
• What do I think about just after I shoot?
• What system do I use to record my shooting progress?
• What recovery strategies do I have to use if things need to
turn around for me in a competition?
• What are my shooting goals?
• What goal setting system do I use?
• How do I focus and refocus my Conscious mind?
• Do I train my Self Image?
• Are my competition scores and training scores the same
or is there a big difference in them?
• How do I handle pressure?
• How do I monitor and control my emotions when competing?
• Who do I consult with about these issues?

Nasreen Bakht

College Archery

Special Feature

Weighing the Pros and Cons
Student at one of the most prestigious universities
in America—premed—chemistry major—archer.
This is my life in a nutshell. It is simple to see that
one of these things is not like the other. In a time
where the workforce is more competitive than ever,
a strong college education is vital. During my
school years, I leave my books three to six days a
week to do archery. Waste of time? My fellow college
shooters and I don’t think so.

R

Shooting can more than fulfill what is otherwise
missed.
Even the most labor-intensive college schedules should have some time for leisure. I spend
every morning in classes, five afternoons a week
in lab, and late nights are for studying. This
schedule leaves very little free time (during most
of which I shoot). If I chose to study more
instead of shooting, my grades may or may not
be better, but I might be paving a road for
depression, a nervous breakdown, or worse.

Recently, I took an informal poll of college
archers from Columbia University and other
schools on the advantages and disadvantages of Practice can be that stress reliever students need
shooting in college (see sidebar). Most people to preserve their sanity. When I go to practice,
could list many reasons why they love being a everything is left at the door. There are no worcollege archer, and some could not offer any dis- ries of school, friends, or money. So, for several
advantages at all. While there are some sacrifices hours in a day, I give myself permission to focus
to be made, archery is still a growing collegiate wholly on something in which I take pleasure.
After a day when
sport.
I feel like I haven’t
While the list
had the chance to
of disadvantages is
come up for air,
short, one was
I’m
able
to
noted by almost
breathe deeply at
every archer. That
practice. Besides
issue is time –
the immediate
specifically
the
stress relief that it
lack of time to
provides, I often
study, lack of
feel more focused
leisure time, pracand prepared to
tice at too early a Here we are at a USIAC Qualifier round.
time, etc. The strain on this valuable resource study after I leave. In a way, by studying less, I
forces me to make careful decisions. I cannot can be more productive.
Between shooting and studying, socializing
always go out on weekends and sleeping in is not
an option. I must multitask. For me, practice is is a rarity. Archery fills this void for me. Practice
not just to improve my archery skills; it also allows me to hone and maintain my archery
serves as leisure, socializing, and relaxing time. skills, but it can also be a time for socializing.

P
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opportunity
for
Days filled with
students to socialize
lectures and nights
outside the ‘college
in quiet libraries
bubble,’ a rarity for
are perfectly intermany
students.
rupted with pracOther archers are
tice amongst teamgenerally very supmates. The opporportive of college
tunity to chat
shooters and able
about something
to give advice on
other than chemshooting and life in
istry or next year’s
general.
graduate school
On the other
plans is bliss. In This photo was taken of our team at the 2003 Indoor Nationals in Harrisonburg, VA. From
addition to regular left to right—Back Row: Larry, Tara, Sarah, Nhu, Diana, Rebecca, Dave. Front Row: hand, being a college athlete invites
practices, there is Nasreen, Margarita, Roxy, Amanda, Miah.
nothing like a group workout to get the day started. college shooters into another community. For varsity
Tournaments are also major social times. Weekend road athletes, a huge financial burden is lifted, and there are
trips and five-day get-a-ways to Arizona or Texas offer a other privileges that go along with the title, too, such as
unique social opportunity for college students, different athletic trainers and varsity weight rooms. There is also a
camaraderie that exists among all athletes, whether your
from the weekly frat parties and bar scene.
sport is football or golf. There are events just for athletes
Teammates can become the best of friends. In the poll, and a large group of people working to help athletes. Just
the top advantages listed by archers were the friendships like in the archery world, there are opportunities for athmade on school teams as well as with other archers, and letes to find friendship, counsel, and support from teamthe support they offer. Being both collegiate athletes and mates, coaches, administrators, and athletic trainers.
Being very busy, student archers are taught valuable
archers, college shooters gain a significant amount of
support from many different people. Students are sepa- things such as a good work ethic. As a member of a team,
we gain teamwork and leadership skills that will
undoubtedly be valuable in the future. Through regular
practice with a coach, we are able to learn about our own
shooting, focusing, and concentration. We learn how to

T

The winners of the balloon race at USIAC show off
their prizes.

rated from their families, they’re self-involved, and surrounded with a campus of people much like themselves.
So, finding friendship, counsel, and support is special,
whether it is from teammates, other archers, or college
administrators.
The archery world is small in the United States, and
its size allows for closeness between archers of all ages
that not all sports allow. Being a part of this group is an

Nasreen Bakht and Columbia recruit Stephanie Miller
at the Gold Cup.

approach fear, not only in our shooting but also in life.
At Columbia University, Head Coach Larry Brown is
known for his life lessons through analogy. He teaches
Continued on the Next Page
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Continued From the Previuos Page

ply trying to grow into the best person I can be. Archery
helps shape my life just as much as anything else I do. I
certainly do not know what the future holds for me and
my sport, but I am confident that archery’s effects
College Shooting’s
will all be positive.

archery, but his lessons go far beyond the sport. Being
part of an archery team helps to shape college shooters
into the adults we will be, and helps govern the types of
lives we will lead.

I

I am premed, a chemistry
major, a proud Columbia
Lion, and an archer. While
being an archer is not a
mainstream path to the
successful life I am working toward, it certainly is
helping me achieve my
goals. In college, I am sim-

Top Five Advantages and Disadvantages

An informal poll was taken of college archers from
a variety of schools. The top five answers given are
listed below.
Top 5 Advantages
to Shooting in College

Top 5 Disadvantages
to Shooting in College

1. Friends Made

1. Cuts into Study
Time
2. Cuts into Social
Time
3. Early Morning/
Late Night Practices
4. Administrative
Difficulties
5. NCAA Rules

2. Stress Relief
3. Opportunity
to Practice
4. Traveling
5. Attractive to
Girls/Guys
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James A. Swan

Special Feature

Buck
Fever
Is Not Just Target Panic with Animals
In the late s I was a teenager living in the
Detroit area. I was, like many, inspired by Fred
Bear to take up archery and go hunting. I got into
archery through hunting. Initially I shot instinctively and found that I was a fairly good shot. This
led me to join an indoor league, as well as an outdoor field archery club. With increased practice and
the camaraderie of others, I was told that maybe if
I really worked hard, I could be a champion, maybe
even an Olympian, but to do that I would have to
learn to shoot with a sight.

A

most importantly, confusion about where my
eyes should go. My scores dropped and I became
depressed.
I went off to college, the University of
Michigan, which had no archery team, but did
have football and rugby teams, into which I put
my competitive energy. I set the bow aside,
except for hunting, and since I did not have the
time to practice for serious competition, I
removed the sight. It has been off since 1961,
and with its departure, the target panic also slow-

As an instinctive shooter, the sight eliminated
the need to factor in
distance for each shot,
at least so long as I
knew the distance. At
first, my scores did go
up. Then trouble developed. Shooting against
state and even national
champions, I began to
develop the dreaded
“Target Panic.” When
the arrow did not go
where I thought it
should go, I started
doubting myself. That Drawing on a live animal can result in buck fever even if you don’t experience target panic
led to quick releases, and when you shoot targets.
a r c h e r y
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ly left.
I did not have the chance to truly understand what
had happened and why until nearly a decade later when
I became involved with the Esalen Institute Sports
Center in Big Sur, CA. In the early s Esalen was a
real smorgasbord of personal growth, but the sports center was focused on peak performance and it drew many
world class athletes. Many of the methods commonly
used by sports psychologists today, such as mental
imagery, martial arts, meditation, yoga, various body
therapies, affirmations, autogenic training, and self-concept development systems, were birthed in workshops
and research at Big Sur.
An explanation for my target panic came one day in
an encounter with a Jungian analyst and a Zen archer.
The Jungian analyst gave me a simple test to measure my
personal psychic make-up according to Carl Jung’s four
mental functions – thinking, feeling, intuition, and sensate-practical. It turned out that my primary functions
were first intuition, and second thinking. As an athlete in
fast-moving contact sports, or as a musician (rock, folk,
and country) the combination was perfect. But, as the
Zen archer pointed out, the sight had essentially blocked
my intuitive faculty, which was like handicapping myself.
I recalled how I had found my eyes wandering between
the target and the sight and knew this to be true.
The point of this personal discourse is to say that
your style of shooting is a reflection of who you are and
how you best learn something. Harvard psychologist
Howard Gardner identified seven different learning
styles as logical-mathematical, musical, bodily-kinesthetic, linguistic, spatial, interpersonal, and intrapersonal.()
Gardner’s point is that there are many different kinds of
intelligence, but if you are not able to learn with and
apply the learning styles that are correct for you, you are
limiting yourself and building in negative self-concept
and resentment.
Target Panic
From this perspective, “target panic,” which I would
define as “a loss of concentration and focus arising from
anxiety which results in diminished shooting accuracy,”
is a symptom of a condition that can arise from many
different causes, depending on who you are. Target panic
is a form of “performance anxiety,” a condition which
has correlates in other sports like a golfer whose putting
suffers from “the yips” as Ben Hogan called it, a field goal
kicker in a slump, a tennis player whose serve is inconsistent, or a basketball player whose free-throw shooting
goes bad.

All people suffering from target panic will be aided
by learning simple relaxation techniques such as controlled breathing, because anxiety has to be reduced to
cure performance anxiety. Mental focusing methods such
as creative imagery may also be very helpful to cure performance anxiety, but just how you cure your target
panic is ultimately a reflection of who you uniquely are.
Continued on the Next Page
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common reasons that people miss is by forgetting about
that kill zone spot and shooting at the whole deer.
Regardless of your learning style, all archers are aiming at
a target. If you keep the kill zone spot always in mind
when you see a deer, it will help you focus on when and
where to take your shot.

Some people will want to analyze everything and set
goals. Others will find meditation and yoga will help
them develop concentration, relaxation and self-confidence. Others with a more physical, rhythmic approach
to life will benefit from martial arts and feel cramped and
frustrated by sitting meditation.
Someone with a strong interpersonal orientation will
benefit from a coach or support group to help them overcome anxiety. In contrast, introverted people who are
intrapersonal in orientation will have to figure things out
for themselves, probably with little or no input from others. In short, if you are this kind of person, you have to
find your own way to cure target panic.

B

Buck fever may also be associated with feelings about
killing an animal. A deer shot with a bow dies of hemorrhaging. A shot to the heart-lung kill zone will generally
result in a deer traveling less than  yards and dying very
quietly in  seconds or less. Keeping that kill zone spot
always in mind will provide a mental anchor to reduce
distraction, and offer an assurance that if you hit the
spot, you will be successful.
Buck Fever
Some of the deepest human emotions are touched in
Some outstanding target archers lose it all when they go
hunting. When that big buck steps out of the swamp at hunting. I have had two ministers tell me that they felt
20 yards, target shooters who can drill dimes at that dis- closest to God while hunting. Feelings of sadness, even
guilt, are quite
tance on a range
possible if you kill
will miss a live
a deer. If you deny
deer by a mile.
those
feelings,
Buck fever is like
chances are they
target
panic
will
eventually
because it is perinfluence
your
formance anxiety,
marksmanship, or
but it is definitely
result in your
different because
dropping away
the target is alive.
from hunting.
Here again,
To quit huntpersonality types
ing is fine, so long
will
influence
as you really want
bowhunting sucto quit and are not
cess.
Logicalquitting because
mathematic types
you can’t deal with
who are drawn to
sight
shooting Do you really know the kill zone on the animals you hunt? Any uncertainty in your mind can the feelings that it
brings up. If you
may experience lead you to question the shot and can lead to buck fever symptoms.
quit but really
anxiety if they
can’t accurately judge distance. Those who are used to a want to keep hunting, you may become bitter.
If you look historically, hunting has deep roots with
fairly cool, mechanical style of target shooting will lose it
on wild game because they can’t control the target, let religion to acknowledge the profound experiences that
alone the distance or the conditions under which a shot can occur when the spirit of the hunt runs hard and fast.
takes place. But there are often other reasons why buck Most religions have special ethical teachings and guidfever may strike those who do not suffer from target ance about hunting ethics. Many have special prayers,
ceremonies and rituals to honor the animals.()
panic.
Regardless of their religious beliefs, the deep feelings
Every ethical bow hunter should study the anatomy
of his target and develop X-ray vision to know where to stirred by the hunt ultimately move hunters to become
shoot, or not to shoot, to make an effective, lethal shot conservationists because they come to cherish and
in the vital heart-lung kill zone from above in a tree respect the animals whose lives they take. This, to me, is
stand, quartering away, or broadside. One of the most not paying off guilt, but showing reverence for life.
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Mastering
You may not want to hunt, and that is just fine. But if the spirit of
the hunt calls you, know that major psychological theorists of the th
century – Sigmund Freud, Carl Jung, Erik Fromm, Karl Menninger,
William James, Marie-Louise von Franz, etc. – are in agreement that
hunting is instinctual in man.() We know this to be true from our
dreams, for the symbols of bears, cats, and birds of prey that may appear
in the dreamtime are the archetypal images of the hunter. The Rolling
Stones sang, “If you lose your dreams, you lose your mind.”

the Mental Game with
Mental Management

®

Book $12.95
or

P

Book On
Tape $24.95

Personally, I think hunting, especially bowhunting, for modern people
is not so much a sport, but a ritual for acknowledging one’s roots in the
food chain. Modern hunters do not hunt so much for food for the table
as nourishment for their soul. That makes hunters appreciate nature,
feel humble and become conservationists, and maybe most important
of all, feel honest.

Footnotes
() Howard Gardner, Frames of Mind, New York: Basic Books, .
() James Swan, The Sacred Art of Hunting, Minocqua, WI: Willow
Creek Press, .
() James Swan, In Defense of Hunting, San Francisco:
HarperCollins, 

"Lanny does an outstanding job
of boiling down all the mental training
mumbo jumbo to a form anyone can
understand and benefit from. His book is
easy to read and understand and I
recommend it at all my seminars.“
—Jay Bars
Olympic Gold Medalist - Archery

8 Audio
Cassettes
$100.00
or
6 CDs
$125.00

Lanny Bassham
Olympic Gold Medalist
World Champion.

James A. Swan, Ph.D. has taught psychology, natural resources and recreation at the
Universities of Michigan, Western
Washington State, Oregon, and Washington
and is a Bowhunter Education Instructor. He has recently
produced a 56-minute instructional video, “Conquering
Buck fever with Techniques of Sports Psychology.” For more
information, see www.jamesswan.com.

Over 20 years
experience teaching
mental performance
to elite shooters.

1-800-879-5079
www.lannybassham.com
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Alison Rhodius

Mental Skills

A Continuum
of Achievement
For this issue I was originally going to address how
to make goal setting SMART-ER and introduce the
idea of reflective cycles to you. However, I have
recently received some interesting feedback and
questions regarding my previous article on ‘goal setting and goal getting’ and I would like to address
those issues before I move on as they are extremely
important to the process of achievement.

A

As a realist, when working with archers and their
coaches I am very aware that focusing on success
and achievement all the time may not be what
people see as a true reflection of what actually happens. But we, as sport
psychology consultants,
are the world’s experts in
reframing and the key is
how you view “success.”
Aspiring towards success should be a main
focus of all archers’ training. It is important to
remember that success is vastly different for each
and every one of you. For some it is an improvement in technique, for others it is a particular
score, for yet others it is a medal, and for still others it is to gain more control of their mental
game. Whatever your goals, achieving them
means you’ve been successful.
So what happens when you don’t achieve

success, that is you don’t achieve your goals? Can
this lead to negative reinforcement where trying
to reach a goal and not quite achieving it leads to
feelings of failure and decrease in self-confidence?
Could it even lead to an archer giving up the
sport? Yes, self-confidence can decrease. And yes,
an archer may eventually give up the sport
because he/she is getting frustrated. This is
because goal setting does not automatically lead
to goal getting and that is why I am discussing it
further for this issue. As I said in the previous
article, “goal setting . . . is incredibly effective at
helping someone feel better about themselves and
their shooting, but only if
(and it’s a big if ) you set
goals well each and every
time you train or compete.”
To me, achieving success is not black and
white. I talk to archers a lot about achieving goals
100 percent, that is achieving them exactly to the
standard that you set for that particular day
(remember you don’t have to complete a task perfectly in order for you to have achieved that
goal;this is the key—how you phrase the goal).
When you have achieved a daily goal, pat yourself on the back, move on and set another goal
that is harder or another one that may not even

“To me, achieving success
is not black and white. I
talk to archers a lot
about achieving goals
100 percent.”
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“So, what if you’ve
strived for a goal and
didn’t quite make it to
the 100% level?”

does not equate to achieving perfection. Perfection is not an
attribute I like archers to claim or
pursue, as it can lead to disappointment, frustration, stress,
anxiety, burnout and maybe even
dropping out of the sport. I will
focus on this important topic in a future article. So, set
goals that are challenging yet achievable.
If you think you are consistently not achieving the
goal(s) you set out to achieve, think about the continuum and how you can get nearer to your goal of 100%
achievement. I believe that the psychology of goal setting
is not about success and failure (you either achieve your
goal or you don’t), it is about achievements along the way
between 0% and 100% achievement on any specific
challenge. It’s about the journey and the lessons that you
learn in order to achieve what you want.

be related to that previous goal.
So, what if you’ve strived for a
goal and didn’t quite make it to
the 100% level? There’s still some
adjustment that you’d like to
make, you’re still not quite satisfied that you got there? Does this
mean that you failed? Absolutely not, get the word fail
out of your head for this situation. So, what does it
mean?
I’d like you to think of the following continuum in
terms of achievement of daily goals:
0% • • • • • • • • • • • 50% • • • • • • • • • • 100%
If you attempt to achieve a goal and don’t quite get there,
that is, to the 100% level, chances are that just by the
very act of trying you will get somewhere along the simple continuum above? How far? 10%? 25%? 50%? 90%?
It doesn’t matter what you get, certainly not the first time
you attempt to get a daily goal. The fact is that you
moved on from your original point at 0%. So, the next
day you decide what your goal is on the basis of what you
achieved the previous day (or the previous time you
trained). It’s about trying to move on, no matter how
small the steps. Also, try reframing—think about different ways to view the same situation and different ways to
approach the challenge.
So, I hear some people saying “Well, that’s no good
if you don’t make progress quickly,” but the point is if
you have put 100% effort into your goal and your goal is

The articles I write in this magazine are intended to inform
the archery community and demystify sport psychology and
mental training for archers and coaches at all levels of
achievement. I am interested in your feedback. I can be contacted at sportpsych@archeryfocus.com.
Dr. Alison Rhodius is a
Sport Psychology Consultant specialising in archery.
Having been educated in
Great Britain in Psychology,
Sport Science and Sport
Psychology she is now based
in the San Francisco Bay
area. She worked with the
British Senior, British
Junior and Scottish archery
squads for several years and
still keeps close contact with
members of the G.B. team.
She is accredited for applied work through the British
Association of Sport and Exercise Sciences (BASES) and on
the British Olympic Association’s register of sport psychologists. She is also on the FITA approved expert list for Sport
Psychology. Now based in the U.S. she works with members
of the US archery team. Her focus is on performance
enhancement through development of various mental skills
and “constructive” thinking and behaving to enable archers
to feel more in control of the way that they think, feel and
perform. Alison is also an Associate Professor in the Sport
Psychology Department at JFK University in Orinda,
California, a consultant for BodyMax Acceleration in
Pleasanton, CA and has her own private practice based in
the San Francisco Bay area. She works with many archers
in person or via the telephone and can be contacted
sportpsych@archeryfocus.com.

“Does this mean that you
failed? Absolutely not, get
the word fail out
of your head!”
not going to be achieved today, focus on the percentage
that you did achieve and move on (adjust the goal).
Remember, one of the key points of the SMART
acronym (Specific, Measurable, Adjustable and Actionbased, Realistic and Time-based) is for goals to be
adjustable. So until you learn how to set challenging
goals that you achieve each and every day (which a lot of
people don’t) then it’s important to adjust your goals to
reflect your achievement and to improve to get to that
100% quicker and more efficiently.

I

It’s important to distinguish between 100% effort and
100% achievement. 100% effort is what you should be
putting into your archery training and performances and
100% achievement is about getting your goals, whatever
they might be.
Achievement of 100% of a goal that you have set
a r c h e r y
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USA Archery Merchandise
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USA Archery Merchandise

Use
Order Form
on
page 29!
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USA Archery Merchandise

KIDS T-SHIRT
Is there a little archer in your life?
Here’s the perfect gift. 50/50
Poly/Cotton. Red, Yellow.
#011S (Kid’s sizes) S,M,L $15

2004 US OLYMPIC ARCHERY T-SHIRT
The 5 Olympic rings are featured on this preshrunk
100% cotton T-shirt. White.
#013S S,M,L,XL: $15 XXL: $16.00
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Al Henderson’s Book Is Worth the Search

Understanding
Winning Archery

Book Review

Published by Target Communications, this book is
out of print, but used copies are occasionally available in limited quantities through Barnes and
Noble or Amazon.com. At the time I was writing
this review two copies were available at just over
. each. Understanding Winning Archery is
easily one of the classics in archery literature; thus it
is worth the effort to secure a copy. It has just been
published in German.
A renewed popularity in archery literature has
recently surfaced on the internet forums. One of
the frequently mentioned books is Al
Henderson’s Understanding Winning Archery published in .
Although somewhat outdated,
much of the information he
recorded therein is still quite pertinent today. A prominent member
of the archery fraternity for many
years, Al is enshrined in the
Archery Hall of Fame and was the
recipient of the very prestigious
NFAA Compton Medal of Honor.
His prominence is established by
his long career of service to virtually all archery organizations and his
credibility is further confirmed by
his success with the  U.S.
Olympic Archery Team which produced two gold medal champions.
Al is widely recognized as a top international coach and his book is written in that mode.
Not written as a typical instructional manual,
Understanding Winning Archery utilizes a philosophical approach. It is a coach’s perspective of
what is required to be a quality coach as well as
a winner in archery competition at any level.
a r c h e r y
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Largely focused on winning, the author also
emphasizes the idea of just having fun as well.
Seven chapters and  pages later, he completely fulfills his mission.
The reader will quickly pick up the fact that
this book is written about FITA shooters; however, most of the principles are certainly valid for
all archers. Mr. Henderson expounds on a variety of topics, but emphasizes just a few as overriding concepts to winning archery. Unlike most
coaches, he explains why a single form model is
not the goal, but that form must be designed to
accommodate the archer. Also, archery is a mental game. While physical
and mechanical components are important, it is
the mental aspect which
controls the physical and
mechanical parts of the
shot.
In Mr. Henderson’s
mind, an archer doesn’t go
to shoot a tournament, but
rather goes to shoot one
shot, for a tournament is
composed of a series of
single shots. The goal is to
shoot “one right shot,
repeated time after time
after time.” This concept is
one of the major themes of
his philosophic approach to archery. He also
expounds on theories for practice. Every shooter
has an individual requirement for practice time.
One can practice too much or too little, in his
mind. “A gauge of success is not whether you
have a tough problem to handle, but whether it
is the same problem you had yesterday.” He says

f o c u s

This book is a major departure from any other
instructional manual I have read. It seems to be mainly a
philosophical approach to shooting improvement, often
dealing in generalities, but occasionally delving into
detail. Touching on equipment, form, execution, practice, and the mental aspects of competitive archery, this
book offers a lot of fodder for archers to digest. The
validity of the author’s work is established by the fact that
most of his concepts are found in the work of more current archery publications and articles. Virtually everything Al Henderson preached is used by today’s coaches
and instructors.

one should “Never go to practice unless you intend to
bear down hard and work at what you are doing.” and
“Only in the dictionary does success come before work.”
Perhaps the most important concept in this book is
the author’s discussion of shot preparation, execution,
and followthrough, with an emphasis on shot preparation. He also explains why the most important part of
the shot itself is what happens from the moment the
brain gives the command to release the arrow until the
arrow clears the bow – the followthrough. He continues
with his thoughts on breath control and relaxation, aiming and “aiming through the shot,” and his concept of
the “second anchor point.” There are several other topics
covered, including how to deal with tournament pressure, back tension (I found it interesting that his concept
of teaching/coaching back tension almost reflects a disinterest in the topic while other prominent coaches place a
high emphasis on the subject), and a major emphasis on
concentration.

Roger Wheaton
Editor’s Note For those of you battling target panic, you
may want to know that Al Henderson had it so bad he
almost quit archery. His insights into target panic in his
book may help you.

The Sagittarius Files (Continued from Page 37)

major differences between the two tabs are that Cavalier
has a metal front where Wilson has a leather front.
Cavalier used a more efficient anchor piece that can be
adjusted for height and you could file down the width of
the piece in order to fit your chin. And finally Cavalier
has a rather radical spacer that is most uncomfortable
where Wilson used excess leather that wrapped over the
shaft and fingers. Some people just cut it off. I struggle
with the A&E tab because it appears to give an archer a
low elbow if not used correctly. You can usually spot
archers right away if they are using an A&E.

Edited by Vittorio Frangilli from the Sagittarius Files.
No changes have been done to the original postings, apart
from omission of their “out of topics” parts.
December , 

DON’T KNOCK IT IF YOU

HAVEN’T NOCKED IT.
Magnock, the breakthrough magnetic nocking system, is scientifically proven to improve arrow flight and increase accuracy.
Typical nocks will vary in the amount of force required to release an arrow. This can create inconsistent shot placements. With
Magnocks, your arrow will release from your string the same way every time. Plus, tests show Magnocks reduce arrow shaft
flexing so over/underspined arrows will fly cleaner and broadheads will be less affected by improperly spined arrows. Find out
more at www.magnock.com or call 1-800-632-5750.

19.95

$

Receiver and 12 nocks
(msrp)
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Lanny Bassham and Frank Pearson Have Made an
Interactive CD-ROM That Will Make You a Winner

Book Review

Accelerated Archery
More and more authors are writing for archers in
nontraditional modes. Recently we reviewed James
Park’s book that came out in Portable Document
Format (PDF) by download or on a CD-ROM.
That effort involved placing the same pages as would
appear in a book in electronic format. Accelerated
Archery, on the other hand, is
an interactive CD-ROM program, consisting of video clips,
still photos, diagrams, text, and
voiceovers. And it comes in two
flavors—recurve and compound!

Who Is This Program For?
Lanny divides archers into three groups— the first
group is training to learn the sport, the second
group is training to compete, and the third group
is training to win. This program is for beginners
who anticipate that they might want to compete
and win (ambitious Group
1s) and for more seasoned
archers who want a review of
the basics while gaining an
understanding of what it
takes to be a winner (Group
3s). The bottom line is—if
you aren’t doing this, some of
your competitors certainly
will be and you won’t win.

The authors know as much
about winning as you can
find
anywhere.
Lanny
What Do I Need
Bassham, whose articles grace
to Run this Program?
the pages of this magazine,
You need a reasonably fast
has an Olympic gold medal
Windows-based PC (sorry
(along with many other
Mac folks). You don’t need
awards) to his credit as a rifle
any special software to get it
shooter. He is the leading perto run, just a PC with a CDformance enhancement consultant in shooting sports. Available in Recurve or Compound edi- ROM drive and a sound card
Frank Pearson has been a pro- tions for US by calling .. installed (both of which are
fessional archer for . . . a real- or on www.lannybassham.com. Order standard equipment on most
soon and mention Archery Focus and
ly long time. (Take that, you will get the program for the introduc- computers sold in the last five
years). And you do want to
Frank!) Seriously, many peo- tory price of US.!
have a good audio card.
ple don’t know that Frank
Pearson was an archery champion before the Many of these kinds of programs simply have the
advent of the compound bow. That’s right, Frank audio track reading what is on the screen as text.
knows recurves! Frank is still shooting (as a pro in This is definitely not the case here. Both the print
the Senior/Master ranks) and is still winning. In and audio components are chock full of useful
this effort Frank (with some help from his wife information.
Maneuvering around is as simple as a slide
Becky, another much decorated archer) takes care
of the technical side while Lanny endeavors to show. The menus are simple and intuitive and the
address the mental tools needed to win as an controls are no more complicated than BACK
and NEXT. I couldn’t get the video clips to replay
archer in competition.
a r c h e r y
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teaching how to let down before teaching how to draw the
bow. As a coach, I am going to include that step in my lessons in the future. Teach how to get out of trouble before
getting into it.
One of the nice touches is that Lanny interjects mental management tips into the lessons from time to time. In
the Recurve edition they started out as being marked by
blue text, but this kind of fell by the wayside later. You will
have no trouble discerning when Lanny steps in for a tip.
There is too much else to comment on! I must mention, though, a nice touch Frank added in the section on
shooting in the wind. He said, “If you have no wind to
practice in, just set your sight so that you will have to aim
in the red at 3 o’clock for the arrow to go in the gold. This
will help you learn to ‘aim
off’.” Nice tip.
I can’t close this section
without telling you that
there was one section in the
Compound edition toward
the end that I felt was worth
the price of the whole package. The section is “Applying
Mental Performance.” This
is a three phase training program that combines proper
mental control with technique. Each phase requires
(at least) six training sessions and has specific setup, technique, and mental objectives. I have not seen anything
quite this comprehensive and integrative before. I really
think if you commit to this program you will truly understand the mental game and will have the mental tools to
win.

without hitting the back and next buttons in sequence. I
checked with the author as to whether there was some easy
way to replay a video clip. Lanny answered, “Just hit the
back and next buttons in sequence. Its like rewinding a
DVD movie.” I was trying to make something simple into
something complicated. Score one for them for giving you
simple controls to move through the programs.
What Do I Get?
With both the Recurve and Compound editions you get a
series of lessons by Frank on how to set up a bow and
make a good shot. Included are suggested exercises as well
as extensive descriptions of how to do just that. The
Compound edition was made after the recurve edition
and it benefited from things
that were learned in making
the first one. For example,
the Compound edition has a
volume control bar in the
early frames that have audio
tracks. Lanny says that, as
users comment on the usefulness of these features, the
recurve edition can be
upgraded in its next version.
I found the Compound
edition to be somewhat
more complete than the
Recurve edition. There was more setup and tuning material in it. The form presentations were about equal in the
two. The level of detail varied and sometimes is a bit spotty, but most of it is spot on.
In the Recurve edition, Frank recommends that you
practice placing your fingers on the string. Using a tab with
a finger spacer, he recommends that your middle finger be
touching the arrow, while your top finger is separated by a
space. You must practice this we are told (by both Frank
and Lanny; there is a mental management concept
involved). The logic here is that, at full draw the gap will
disappear, but you will have avoided the dreaded “nock
pinch” that can foul your shot. Some of what Frank teaches as gospel I found idiosyncratic. Also in the Recurve edition, Frank recommends dropping your tab upon release
of the bowstring (the tab is tied with string to your wrist!).
While this seems unusual, Frank claims that “you will gain
- fps of arrow speed and have a more consistent release.”
(I happen to know that Frank checks everything carefully,
but I have not tried this, so I can’t comment further.) One
of the claims both Frank and Lanny make that applies here
is, “If you are doing something differently from the champions and you are winning, you are called an innovator.
But, if you are doing something differently and you are
not winning, you are naïve/foolish.”
There is a thoughtful commitment to archery safety
and I was impressed in the Recurve edition with Frank

“If you are doing something
differently from the champions
and you are winning, you are
called an innovator. But, if you
are doing something differently
and you are not winning, you
are naïve/foolish.”

So, Is There Anything I Won’t Like?
Well, you probably won’t like the price. But this is something I can’t understand. I just spent  on two dozen
arrows to test. You probably are the same, you spend a lot
on your favorite hobby. So, why is it when it comes to
coaches’ fees or training programs, we all become penny
wise and pound foolish? Maybe we are the types that need
something tangible when we spend money on our hobby.
If you are one of those, think about how tangible those
trophies will be when you win. Or call up your local golf
course and inquire into what golf lessons cost per hour. In
my area (I live in the boonies.) a golf lesson averages
/hour from a “golf pro.”
This CD has hours and hours of thoughtful instruction by two of the most successful shooters of our time. It
is well worth the price. I recommend it wholeheartedly.
Steve Ruis
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Jock Elliott

A Superb Family Bow–

Family Archery

The Genesis Pro
Family archery can get problem laden and expensive. If you have big folks, little folks, and medium
folks in your domestic unit, and they all want to
shoot, you quickly realize that you need a big bow,
a little bow, a medium bow, and some arrows to go
with each.
Before you know it, the whole thing becomes a
big hassle, and you begin to forget that all you really wanted to do was have some fun with the tribe
in the back yard. That’s why so many people – me included – have become big fans
of the Matthews Genesis bow.

also been occasions when I’ve seen kids or adults
who had trouble drawing consistently to the
same length.

A

And that brings us neatly to the Genesis Pro
bow, introduced earlier this year by Mathews.
Like its sibling, the Genesis Pro is a single-cam
compound bow, with a  inch span axle to axle,

T

The Genesis is designed and built
around a really neat concept—a onesize-fits-all family bow. The Genesis is a
single-cam compound bow that stretches  inches from axle to axle with a
brace height of . inches. Draw weight
is adjustable from  to  pounds.
And here’s where the Genesis gets
really neat—it’s a zero let-off bow. That
means it accommodates all draw lengths
from - inches with the same draw
weight. As a result, Papa Bear, Momma
Bear, and Baby Bear can all shoot the
same bow without adjustment. And
arrows? Well, just buy a set for the
biggest shooter in the family, and let
everybody shoot them. Folks with shorter draw length won’t get quite the same
velocity, but, hey, simplicity is good.
The Elliott household has been
home to a couple of Genesis bows (one
left-handed, one right), for some time
now, and we’ve been delighted with
them. There have been, though, times
when I wished for a bit more oomph and
velocity from the Genesis. There have
a r c h e r y
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Continued on the Next Page

Continued from the Previous Page

however, was chucking the same
and a brace height of . inches.
arrows through the traps at an
The Pro has a nickel-plated cam
average  fps, which is about
and idler wheel.
% faster. Both bows were
The riser is machined out of
extremely consistent. The Genesis
6061 aluminum. For the finish on
varied only four fps from shot to
the riser, you have your choice of
shot and the Pro, only six fps. I
spectacular nickel-plating or a
also found both bows are extremestealthed-out matte black. Several
ly accurate.
“lightening” holes have been
machined out of the riser which is
In a nutshell, I can heartily recdrilled and tapped for accessories
ommend the Genesis Pro. The
like sights, arrow rests, and stabimore I shot it, the more I grinned.
lizers, and there is a large centerWith the Genesis Pro, you get
shot area. Unlike the Genesis,
higher top end draw weight, highwhich is fitted with one of those
er arrow speed, an adjustable draw
wire flipper rests, the Genesis Pro
stop, and a larger centershot area.
does not come with an arrow rest.
The top draw weight on the The larger centershot allows mounting of whatever The snazzy looks don’t hurt either.
What’s not to like?
Genesis Pro is heavier by five arrow rest you like best.
Suggested retail price of the Genesis Pro is around
pounds, being adjustable from - pounds. With the
Pro model, you also have the option of setting a draw . (The SRP of the regular Genesis version is ).
stop where you want it. Adjusting the draw stop is super For more information, call Mathews at ..,
easy; just unscrew the draw stop peg from its current hole visit www.mathewsinc.com, or stop by your favorite full
in the cam (using the included allen wrench) and screw service pro shop.
it into the hole where you want it. All that remains is to
slide a little rubber bumper over the peg.
Jock Elliott and his son took up the
bow and arrow because “it is high fun,
Yeah, but how does it shoot? I’m glad you asked. After a
low noise, and the ammunition is
quick visit to my favorite archery
reusable.” They soon fell in love with the
shop (Lemme’s in Albany, NY,
twang of the bowstring and the beauty of
where they fitted the Pro with one
the arrow in flight. Elliott, based in Troy,
of those two-fingered arrow rests),
NY, is a fulltime freelance writer, comit was off to the side yard for some
petes in air gun matches, and writes
testing.
about air guns and two-way radio for
While I could definitely feel
various publications as well as high techthe Pro’s extra five pounds of pull
nology for industrial clients.
weight compared to the “regular”
Genesis, it draws just as smoothly,
and judging from the way arrows
were hitting the target, launches
them with more authority. So I let
curiosity get the best of me, and
in a short while I found myself
zipping arrows through the
chronograph with both the
Genesis and the Genesis Pro.
The results confirmed my
suspicions. Shooting  grain
arrows, the Genesis averaged  The draw stop is adjusted by screwing the peg into the
feet per second. The Genesis Pro, appropriate hole shown here at the bottom of the cam.
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Vittorio Frangilli
The Sagittarius Files

Special Feature

Do I Need a Spacer in My Tab?
Files 66 and 67
4 January 2000 / 6 January 2000
Original files can be seen at the following
internet addresses
File 66 - http//margo.student.utwente.nl/cgi-bin/
bb/bb.pl?sagibb&store=66
File 67 - http//margo.student.utwente.nl/cgi-bin/
bb/bb.pl?sagibb&store=67
The discussion about the use of the finger spacer in
a tab was started by a request from the USA.
The contributors to this discussion are from
USA, Finland, and Italy.
Specially dedicated to Don Branson, who
passed away around one year later.
{Tuesday, 4 January 2000 at 656 MET}
Chris:
I’m looking for a good finger spacer for my tabs
(Cavalier). I tried the spacer Cavalier makes and
found it horribly uncomfortable. I’ve seen some
of the Koreans shooting a plastic spacer, and I
know some people who have messed around
with home made devices. I tried making one
myself but it didn’t turn out too well. Does anybody know of a good source of a thin spacer for
Cavalier tabs?
{Tuesday, 4 January 2000 at 953 MET}
Miika Aulio:
Chris, I use plastic separator taken from Neet
standard tab. You know, the very basic tab? Very
comfortable.
{Tuesday, 4 January 2000 at 1109 MET}
Tuomas Polvi:
I have used finger separator from Saunders’ tab
a r c h e r y
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in my Cavalier tab and Spigarelli tab. It is better
than originals, but not perfect. Should find or
make better one.
Miika, how much do those Neet tabs cost
and how are separators connected to tab?
How those who have done separators themselves have done them?
{Tuesday, 4 January 2000 at 1120 MET}
Vittorio
Spacer . . . basically, I’m contrary to fixed spacer
for fingers. I tend to prefer another heretical
solution—force the fingers to contact the shaft,
in order to get more consistent positioning on
the string (and avoid many other problems to the
fingers themselves). To avoid problems from the
contact of the fingers to the shaft, you have in
this case to use a solution like one of the Wilson
tabs, that I suggest to all beginners for this specific solution.
{Tuesday, 4 January 2000 at 1204 MET}
Tuomas Polvi
Vittorio, interesting idea to let fingers contact
the nock. I would like to hear more about it. I
have sometimes tried to shoot without a finger
separator and found that trying to keep my fingers from pressing the nock causes tension to my
palm and wrist, which is not a good thing. Do
Michele and other Italian top shooters shoot the
way you described?
I don’t know this Wilson tab, but I guess the
leather/felt/other backing has pieces, that come
between fingers and nock. Am I right? Are there
other solutions? What kind of tab is Michele
using?
Doesn’t that increase friction against tab? Of
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they demonstrate basic skills, they can switch if they so
desire. But we insist on learning the basics of target
recurve archery first. The skills learned here can be much
more universally applied to the other disciplines; it doesn’t seem to work as well the other way around.
Our initial emphasis is on posture, bow hand and
release. We prefer no finger separators on the tabs
because we want to teach correct drawing technique
without the separator assistance. We teach slight separation of fingers from nock on both top and bottom, so
that when at full draw, there is relatively even but minimum contact between fingers and arrow.
We teach with a finger sling from the first day. This
gets the kids used to it and it facilitates an early introduction to a relaxed bow hand.
When their posture is good, their drawing hand and
their release are acceptable, we introduce them to the
clicker.

course this friction can be so small and constant that it
doesn’t affect the release.
Does this technique limit usable nock models? E.g.
up and down part of the Beman nock aren’t so smooth as
in Beiter’s nock. And Beiter’s nocks aren’t as smooth as
Easton’s. Does that matter?
{Tuesday, 4 January 2000 at 1500 MET}
Vittorio:
Tuomas, Michele is using a self made tab of 3 layers of
leather. First and second layers are thick ones, the third
layer is thin and is made in order to avoid fingers to contact directly the nock. He does not use any separator, and
he is not the only one in Italy without it.
You are right about Wilson tabs, they have extra
leather to protect fingers from touching the shaft/nock.
I have never seen any problem with different kind of
nocks, but Michele is using the Beiter ones.
Usually, separator is suggested to people with problems in the release phase, when it is easy to get the arrow
dropping from the rest after the clicker clicks . . . this is
caused by touching with the middle finger the nock and
giving a torsion to the arrow during the release . . . .
Practically, you take care of a mistake supposing to
be able to separate the fingers and keep them out of the
arrow . . . but this rarely happens, so you keep the mistake and you add additional problems . . . .
For several years, I take care of this problem forcing
the archers to train drawing the bow to full draw and
anchor without a clicker, and letting them understand
how to do it properly without having the arrow fall from
the rest. It does not take so long, to solve the problem
this way. Then, the separator is no more needed . . . .
My basic heretical teaching on how to position the
fingers on the string is to slightly press the index finger
in full contact with the upper part of the shaft, and keep
the middle finger just a little away from the lower part.
Then draw, and at full draw both fingers will be at contact of the shaft. Shooting this way, you will notice that
the up-down spread of your grouping will rapidly
decrease . . . .

{Tuesday, 4 January 2000 at 2006 MET}
Don Branson:
Tabs: For beginners we shoot bare fingers due to the bow
weight being only 12 to 15lbs. When moving to a sight
we use the A&F tab. I have used for years. For short fingers we remove the separator, which allows the fingers to
curl around the string in front of the large ledge. I have
used the A&F separator on the Cavalier tabs with success. Lately I have gone away from the Synthax to leather
but it curls too much so I am trying to find leather to
replace it.
{Wednesday, 5 January 2000 at 507 MET}
Chris:
My reason for searching out a finger spacer wasn’t that I
have problems squeezing the nock, but that I have problems getting my bottom finger on the string as solidly as
I would like. This problem with my finger is easily corrected by keeping the back of my hand flat (vertical)
when anchored. I thought a spacer might reinforce good
hand position.
{Wednesday, 5 January 2000 at 551 MET}
Rick:
Tab. I have used a Wilson tab most of my career without
a ledge and a finger spacer. It gave me the best feel of the
string and gave me the smoothest release. A spacer always
seemed to make it inconsistent for me. So I put both fingers around the arrow in order to make it consistent. Yes,
I agree with Vittorio. Also, if you put a Cavalier tab
together with a Wilson tab you will see where Cavalier
got the idea. As a matter of fact, the tab came out the day
the Wilson tab expired. Cavalier made a lot of good
improvements on a 17 year old tab at the time. The

{Tuesday, 4 January 2000 at 1515 MET}
Tuomas Polvi:
Thanks for information. Tab with separator works pretty
well for me, but I think I’ll try to see if your way is even
better.
{Tuesday, 4 January 2000 at 1732 MET}
Wayne Caviness:
Training and Tabs, etc.
In agreement with Vittorio I start our JOAD kids on
recurve equipment, complete with finger sling and stabilizer but no clicker. After an initial period, during which

Continued on Page 31
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Brian J. Luke
Part Five of a Series

Traditional Archery

From B oug h to B ow

Making It Pretty!

D

Dealing first with the English longbow we will the side.
The other marks along the side of the limb
create the graceful curves of the rounded belly. It
is helpful to first draw in some layout lines to will be in a direct rout as measured from the back
work to. Don’t worry, it is not as time consum- from the . inch dimension at the “fadeout
line” to the zero dimension at the limb tip. For
ing as the belly layout.
With a pencil, draw a rather fat line down the example, half way down the limb from the “fadecenter of the belly along the length of both limbs out line” to the limb tip there will be a mark
and bisecting the riser. I do this freehand, making approximately . of an inch as measured from
the line an eighth of an inch thick or so. If you the back edge of the stave.
After you have several marks along the side
still have a “riser line” marked down the sides of
the limbs, measure 1⁄2 inch up the “riser line” from of the stave for a reference, connect the dots with
the belly side on both sides and both ends of the a pencil in hand using one finger to ride along
the back side to help you folriser, and make a mark.
low the shape of the stave
Connect the dots by drawwhile meeting all of your refing a line that is parallel to
erence points. This is a freethe belly and runs the seven
hand operation and the line
inch length of the riser.
can be as fat as the one you
Now mark a spot on the
drew down the center of the
“fadeout line” on the side of
belly.
your stave that is half the
Now your stave has
thickness of the limb at that
three fat lines running along
point. In this case it will be
its entire length. This will be
about . of an inch.
a great help for the eye to
Freehand, draw a curved
keep the apex of the belly
line from the 1⁄2 marks on
radius running down the
your “riser line” to the .
center of the limb, while at
marks on your “fadeout
the same time approaching
line.” You will now need to
the limb tip in a consistent
make a series of marks down
and graceful manner.
the sides of the limb as you
With a horseshoe rasp,
approach the limb tip. At
start rounding the belly and
the limb tip the mark on the
visualize an arc of a circle
side of the limb will be
With a pencil draw a rather fat line down the
exactly on the edge formed center of the belly along the length of both limbs that starts and stops at the
ends of our layout lines. You
by the back of the stave and and bisecting the riser.
a r c h e r y
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course, if you plan on dressing up
must take care in rasping that you
your English Longbow with classical
do not cross those lines but merely
horn tips.
meet them at the end of a graceful
You can acquire the horn for the
arc of a circle. This part is so much
tips from a traditional archery supfun that I believe it to be therapeuplier, or you can ask your local large
tic.
animal veterinarian to save you
Now we can take care of that
some. Only the very tips of the horn
uncomfortable sharp edge along
can be used, and if they were just
both sides of the back. With the
removed by your local vet they will
rasp, file about a 5⁄16 inch radius along
the riser section and decrease that After you have several marks along the side of the begin to stink if you leave them lying
radius from the “riser line” to about stave for reference, connect the dots with a pencil around. I much prefer to buy them.
1
If you choose to buy horns, you
⁄8 of an inch radius at the “fadeout in hand using a finger to to ride along the back.
line.” Run the same approximate 1⁄8 inch radius down the can get them with a tapered hole already drilled into the
large end of the horn for the fitting on the bow. Or you
entire length of the stave to the limb tips.
can drill them out yourself by taking an old wood bit and
The procedure for rounding the edges on the American draw a five degree taper along each side. You can then
Longbow are the same for the riser section of the English grind and bevel the cutting edge on a pedestal grinder.
Longbow but omits all the trouble of the layout lines on When drilling the actual horn, tap the horn into a snugthe sides and rounding of the belly. With the American ly fitting hole in a scrap piece of lumber. This will keep
Longbow you simply radius both the back and belly the horn in place for the drilling process. You will want
edges with the 1⁄8 inch radius as you did along the back to drill the hole in the horn at least as large as the width
of the limb tip.
edge of the English Longbow.
It would be helpful to make a template the shape of
Now remove any pencil and file marks with a
scraper, steel wool, or a very fine file. I try not to use the drill bit, and draw that shape on all four sides of the
sandpaper at this point because the grit left behind will limb tips leaving about 3⁄16 of an inch at the very end of
dull the scraper if we need to use it in the tillering the limb tips. If you bought your tips already drilled, ask
process.
the supplier what angle of taper the tips are drilled. They
The stave is so are usually five
beautiful now, you’ll degrees.
want to cry! We can
Now file close
stop calling our work to your layout
of art a stave as soon marks along the
as we cut the string four sides of the
grooves, finish the limb tips. Then file
tips, fasten a tillering a small flat on each
string, and bend the edge you have filed
limbs. Then we can to create a small
call our work a bow! cone-shaped octaBear with me and be gon. From here it
patient; that time is will be a simple
soon approaching.
matter to round
this into the shape
As the belly of the of a true cone that
English Longbow is about 3⁄16 of an
was more work than inch at the small
the American design, end.
so are the string
With a pencil
With a horse shoe rasp start rounding the belly—
grooves
and
limb
Finish rounding the belly and remove any
visualize an arc of a circle that starts and stops at
Continued
remaining pencil marks with a scraper.
our layout lines.
on the Next Page
tips. That is, of

T
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horn for the string grove that is on the
same side as the back of the bow.
Transfer these lines along the sides of
the horns while approaching the belly
side at about a  degree angle. I actually use a drill-sharpening gauge that is
closer to  degrees, but  degrees is
just fine and easier to keep straight in
your head. The string groove does not
need to meet the belly because the
string only lies along the back and side
of the limb tips.
With a small rattail file, cut in the
string grooves along your layout marks
on the horn. The horn files rather easily, so be sure not to file too deep,
breaking through the horn and cutting
into the wood underneath. You only
need a groove as deep as the thickness of the bowstring.
If there is room, you may also want to file in a second string groove parallel to the one you just made. This
extra string groove can serve a dual purpose. One, to aid
stringing the bow by placing a longer strong looped cord
in the outermost string grooves. Just use that longer cord
as you would a conventional bow stringer. The other
purpose of the extra string groove is it allows you to
slightly adjust the tiller and/or poundage depending on
which string grooves were used for the bowstring. Be sure
you round any sharp corners created by cutting in the
string grooves. If left sharp, they will cut the bowstring.

mark the entire
surface of the
inside hole in the
horn. Mark a line
along the outside
length of the horn that you
wish to be facing the back of the
bow. Also mark a line along the
middle of the limb tip on the back
side of the stave. When fitting the horn
always line the two marks up.
In that position, try to fit the horn on the
cone shape that is filed on the limb tip, give it
a little twist and then pull the horn off. There
will be a pencil mark left on all the high spots on the The string groove procedure for the American longbow
is a bit simpler. Pencil in a mark one-inch from each limb
tapered cone shape of the limb tips.
Carefully file all the high spots and repeat the process tip along the sides near the back of the bow. A word of
until you get the horn to fit snugly. Before I glue the caution here—we will not be cutting the string groove
along the back as we did in
horn tips on with a hot
the horn tip. From the
melt glue, I grind off some
pencil marks on the sides
of the excess horn material,
draw a line approaching
leaving a small edge to be
the belly at about 
feathered in around the
degrees. Again, I just use
hole where it will meet the
my drill-sharpening gauge
bow.
as a template.
Now with the tips
You can use the small
glued on, sculpt a desired
rattail file as we did for the
shape to your taste, keephorn tips, but to make the
ing in mind that you do
job easier I fasten three
not want to remove too
hacksaw blades together
much horn and expose the
and simply cut the grooves
wood underneath.
along the layout lines. The
Draw a line across the Making the string grooves in an American longbow is easier.

T
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This is the end view of the limb tip of the
English longbow.

Some tools needed to create the horn tips of the English longbow. From left to right—a horn tip, the
hole in a piece of scrap lumber to hold the horn, a horn tip tapped snugly into a hole for drilling,
a drilled horn, and a modified wood bit for drilling the tapered hole.

It is helpful to make a template the shape of the
drill bit and draw that shape on the four sides of
the limb tip. This will speed the process of fitting
the horn to the limb tip.

A pencil lead smear from the inside of the horn
will be left on one of the high spots on the limb
tip. This marks the spot to carefully file down.

Mark the entire inside surface of the inside hole in the horn
with a lead pencil. Also mark a line along the horn and back
of the limb tip to ensure the horn is rotated to the same spot
each time it is test fitted.

Continued on the Next Page
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Continued from Page 40

grooves only need to be about 1⁄8 of an inch deep. I then
round the bottom of the cut with the rattail file and
remove any sharp edges (see photo montage bottom of page
40).
At this point the grooves are functional, but they are
not as pretty as the horn tips. Let’s take care of this last
little detail before we put the tiller string on our soon to
be bow.
Viewing the limb tips from the back, round off each
tip with a rasp along the sides like a manicured fingernail. Now view the limb tip from the side and round off

the belly of the limb tip so it is like the shape of the side
view of your thumb, the thumbnail representing the
back of the bow. Radius any sharp edges left on the back
and file smooth (see photo at right).
Now aren’t you glad you took the time to do that?
Next—Training Your Bow!

Brian Luke is a devoted husband and father of three teenagers. He
has worked as a tool and die maker since  and has been a lover
of the bow since , when at the age of four he received his first bow
and arrow set (a fiberglass bow with the rubber tipped arrows). Brian
started building longbows in  and has since won seven National
Championships competing in the NAA Traditional Longbow
Division. He has won three Outdoor Nationals and four Indoor
Nationals setting a record for the indoor FITA.

Join the NFAA!
Enjoy these Exciting Benefits
National, Sectional, State and Club Tournaments
Certified Instructor Programs
Club and Pro Shop Insurance
Indoor/Outdoor Leagues
Professional Archery

Subscription to Archery Magazine included
Complete the application and join today!
Name
Address
City
State

Zip

Phone
One year Individual membership $45.00
Family membership $65.00
Junior membership (under 18) $35.00
Visa and MasterCard accepted
CC#

exp date
Call Toll Free 800-811-2331
National Field Archery Association
31407 Outer I-10
Redlands, CA 92373
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Here are finished limb tips of both the English and American style longbows. Now, aren’t you
glad you took the time to do that?!
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Ar
News
The Official Magazine of the NAA!
Events • Scores • People.
All the news of the U.S. Archery scene.
Only available to members of
The NAA / USA Archery.
Join at www.USArchery.org.

Every Article Helps You
Become a Better Archer!
Form • Technique • Equipment
Mental Skills • Coaching • Training
Subscribe at www.archeryfocus.com
or call 800.671.1140
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Archery Focus Back Issues
Back Issues of Archery Focus magazine are US$. each, which includes shipping and handling in the U.S. Call for international shipping
prices. Call ... or fax ... or write us at 12890 Greenhorn Road, Grass Valley, CA . Supplies are limited.
For a current index, go to www.archeryfocus.com or see Vol.5, No.1 for an index through the year 2002.
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The new Mathews

...

It gives you a never-before-achieved
combination of speed and smoothness
from an 80% let-off bow.
How? Mathews’ new HP (High Performance) Cam.
It’ll blow you away. You’ll get (approximately) 315 fps
(IBO – 5 grains per lb., 70 lbs., 30") from an 80%
let-off bow that you’ll hardly know you shot.
See your Mathews retailer and shoot the new LX.
V-LOCK Zero-Tolerance
Limb Cup System

100% fully-machined AeroRiser
(most of our competitors use
cheap extruded risers)

Mathews dominates first half
of 2003 3-D tournament season
Bowhunters know that the best way to assess
bow performance is to see what’s winning on
the 3-D tournament circuits. Once again, in
2003, Mathews is dominating! At the halfway
point of the 3-D season, twenty four Men’s,
Women’s, Senior and Limited
Pro events have been
contested on

Harmonic Dampers

Perimeter Weighted
HP Cam with
Precision
Ball Bearings

Precision Ball
Bearing Idler
Wheel

the ASA and IBO circuits.

Competition Grip
Parallel Limb Design
Over-sized
perimeter weight
(reduces recoil)

Mathews has won an astounding
Ball Bearing
Roller Guard
Zebra “ZS” Twist
bowstring (the string that
won over $2 million)

Speed
without
the KICK!

String
SuppressorsTM

22 of these 24 events. All other bow brands
combined have won just two!

int
Halfw ay Po

2 00 3

Wins:
Top 3’s:
Top 5’s:
Top 10’s:

LEAST COMPLEX,
MOST ADVANCED

This smooth-shooting,
straight-line, high let-off
single cam is smokin’ fast!

22
66
109
202

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

2
6
11
38

*All ASA & IBO Men’s Pro, Women’s Pro,
Senior Pro and Limited Pro events in 2003

HP

The new
Single Cam is the

Cam ever engineered!
It’s superior to every
cam we’ve ever tested
(other single cams,
1 1/2 cams,two cams).
Everything. Bar none!

All other
vs. brands
combined

Zero Tolerance Limb Cup System

It’s more reliable, more dependable
and more accurate than our longstanding, tournament-proven, highly
successful limb cup system it replaces
One big reason Mathews wins more
tournaments is tight manufacturing
tolerances. And one of the most critical areas
on a bow is where the limb connects to the
riser. Thanks to Mathews’ new V-LOCK Limb
Cup System, the tolerance just got tighter!

919 River Road, P.O. Box 367
Sparta, Wisconsin 54656
(608) 269-2728

www.mathewsinc.com

